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Introduction 

Overview 

This guide describes in detail, how IBM ECM System Monitor (ESM) can be integrated with 
Message Channels to forward ESM incidents.  

Disclaimer 

The content of this document is based on ESM Version 5.5.9.1-000. The descriptions and 
guidelines in this document are for informational purposes only. Up-to-dateness, content 
completeness, appropriateness and validity for all possible scenarios cannot be guaranteed. 
All information is provided on an as-is basis. The author is not liable for any errors or 
omissions in this document or any losses, injuries and damages arising from its use.  

If you are planning to setup or configure ESM or to adjust an existing installation, it is 
absolutely necessary to take into account current security whitepapers, release notes and 
announcements from the official IBM ECM System Monitor product documentation website. 
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Purpose of this guide 

Message Channels are more and more used to interact as a team. These channels can be 
filled with incident information that is collected by ESM. Every member of the team is 
informed and the team can react and decide what to do with this information.  

 

Requirements 

- ESM Version 5.5.9.1-000 (already installed) – any ESM Version that has the Webhook 

Task integrated should work 

- Availability of a message channel (e.g. MS Teams or Slack) 
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Step by Step setup 

1. Prepare the message channel to accept webhooks 

Example for MS Teams: 

For MS Teams there is a webpage available that describes how an incoming webhook 

connector can be set up for channels. The page URL is: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/webhooks-and-connectors/how-

to/add-incoming-webhook?tabs=dotnet 

At some point of the setup you will receive a webhook URL, which you need for the 

integration with ESM. Note it or copy it to a document. The URL looks like this: 

https://cenitgroupglobal.webhook.office.com/webhookb2/baa589c7-5f5b-4a9d-89d3-

7a4cbab7b71b@ce368477-a736-4353-b4ef-

741ef2740d36/IncomingWebhook/343157e99ad946e5a166dd1d8ab5c8e7/a6858fdd-a65f-

4093-867b-45a5958a51f1 
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Example for Slack: 

For creating a workspace in slack there is a “how to” available. 
 
The page URL is: https://slack.com/help/articles/206845317-Create-a-Slack-workspace 
 
Login to slack and open your workspace – in this case it is ESM-CSM-Workspace. 
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Once you have signed in, you can create a new channel or use an already existing one. For 

a new one, select the drop down at Channels and specify Create -> Create Channel: 

 

Specify a name and create: 

 

Right click on the channel and specify “View channel details”: 
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In the next window that opens, select the integration tab and click on “Add an app”: 

 

In the next window that opens, select “Opinion” next to Incoming Webhook: 
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Then select configuration: 

 

Add to slack: 
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Select the channel that was just created or that you want to use for forwarding the info: 

 

Click on “Add inbound webhooks integration”: 
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The final page shows the Webhook URL along with other useful information such as possible 

message designs – Note the Webhook URL down:

 

2. Preparing the JSON for forwarding the ESM information 

Example for MS Teams: 

For MS Teams it is possible to define a variety of JSON strings with different designs for the 
information that is forwarded. In this example here I am using the so called “Message Card” 
format. Again you can find more information for the creation of such cards in this URL from 
Microsoft: 

https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/platform/webhooks-and-connectors/how-
to/connectors-using?tabs=cURL 
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Message Card example for MS Teams: 

{ 
    "@type": "MessageCard", 
    "@context": "http://schema.org/extensions", 
    "title": "ESM - Incident created", 
    "themeColor": "0076D7", 
    "summary": "ESM Webhook Test", 
    "sections": [{ 
        "title": "$Situation.name - $Severity", 
        "facts": [{ 
            "name": "Timestamp", 
            "value": "$Sample.Timestamp" 
        }, { 
            "name": "Message", 
            "value": "$Message" 
        }, { 
            "name": "Error:", 
            "value": "$Error" 
        }, { 
            "name": "Value:", 
            "value": "$Value" 
        }], 
        "startGroup": true, 
        "markdown": true 
    }],  
   "potentialAction": [{ 
       "@type": "OpenUri", 
       "name": "Connect to ESM Server", 
       "targets": [{ 
               "os": "default", 
               "uri": "https://myESMServer:9443/" 
           }] 
    }] 
} 

As you can see in the facts section, there are name/value pairs. The name will be shown as 
identifier and the value is the related information from ESM. The $Something is replaced with 
the actual information from the incident. This section can be enhanced as you need it. 

Create a single line out of the above for later usage: 

{ "@type": "MessageCard", "@context": "http://schema.org/extensions", "title": "ESM - Incident 
created", "themeColor": "0076D7", "summary": "ESM Webhook Test", "sections": [{ "title": 
"$Situation.name - $Severity", "facts": [{ "name": "Timestamp", "value": "$Sample.Timestamp" 
}, { "name": "Message", "value": "$Message" }, { "name": "Error:", "value": "$Error" }, { 
"name": "Value:", "value": "$Value" }], "startGroup": true, "markdown": true }], 
"potentialAction": [{ "@type": "OpenUri", "name": "Connect to ESM Server", "targets": [{ "os": 
"default", "uri": "https://myESMServer:9443/" }] }] } 

Example for Slack: 

Single line example based on the message design from the final page when creating the 
Webhook URL above: 

{ "text": "myservername | $Sample.Timestamp| $Severity| $Value| $Message| $Error| 
Classification"} 
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3. Setting up the Task 

Example for MS Teams: 

Open the ESM Console and switch to the configuration part. Select task in the left bar and 
click on the + next to WebHookExportIncident to create a new task: 
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The default task setup looks like this. The given parameters must be overwritten:

 

First specify a name and then overwrite the template with “single line” message card JSON 

we created in Part 2. Also overwrite the Webhook URL with the URL you have created in 

Part 1. Make sure you don´t have any space in front or at the end of the entries. Do not make 

the task active, just save it with the button from above. 
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You can now setup this task as automated task in any situation you like. 

 

The output in MS Teams looks like this:  
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Example for Slack: 

Open the ESM Console and switch to the configuration part. Select task in the left bar and 
click on the + next to WebHookExportIncident to create a new task: 

 

The default task setup looks like this. The given parameters must be overwritten: 
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First specify a name and then overwrite the template with “single line” JSON we created in 
Part 2. Also overwrite the Webhook URL with the URL you have created in Part 1. Make sure 
you don´t have any space in front or at the end of the entries. Do not make the task active, 
just save it with the button from above. The “Authorization Header” might not be needed and 
can be removed. 
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You can now setup this task as automated task in any situation you like. 

 

Example of ESM-CSM-Workspace ( configured and working ) 
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Contact Information 

If you have any questions, please contact us at ECM.SystemMonitor@cenit.com.  
 
CENIT AG 
Phone: +49 711 7825 30 
Email: ECM.SystemMonitor@cenit.com  
 

 

 


